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An Experimental Study of Hot Carrier Temperature in Submicron pMOSFETs
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This paper shows hot carrier effects in pMOSFETs. The gate current, inpMOSFETs, consists of electrons generated by impact ionization in bulk, thesame as in nMOSFET- The electron temperature, in pMOSFETs, is first deter-mined experimentally. It is Z4J0K atVa - _5V, and 26b0 K at Va _ _6V. Thetemperature is almost independent of the gate oxide thickness and the gate length.Through the experiments, it can be deduJed that electrons strongly interact withholes.

1. fntroductron

Most of the work on the hot carrier in MOS-
FET has been reported for n-channel devices. In
the work, electrons, which are majority carriers,
are mainly investigated, and holes, which are mi-
nority carriers, are not taken into consideration.
In CMOS structure, however, 1>channel MOSFET
is merged, so attention should also be paid to the
p-channel device. Moreover, with the reduction in
device dimensions, not only majority carriers but
also minority carriers will play important roles in
device operation.

The purpose of this work is to show an exper-
imental analysis of the hot carrier phenomenon in
pMOSFET with a surface channel structure. An-
alyzing gate and substrate currents of pMOSFETs
which are experimentally obtained, electron tem-
perature in the pMOSFETs can be determined for
the first time. Through the experiments, it can be
deduced that both carriers strongly interact.

2. Sample Preparation

The samples of pMOSFET are fabricated us-
ing Boron doped poly-sillicon gate technology with
oxide thicknesses of 5 to L}nrn. The gate length

B-1-2

is varied from 0.4 to L.2p,m. After a ,gfOz side

wall of L00nm is formed , an 0.Z4pm p+ junction is
made. Channel doping conditions a,re the same for
all measured samples; the n-type substrate impu-
rity concentration is 7 x 1016crn-3, and the phos-

phorus channel doping condition is 8.0 , 1gr2 "*-2aI 25keV. Using the two-dimensional simulator,
TRANAL,Q) ail pMOSFETs used' here are con-

firmed as operating in the surface channel mode.

3. Results and Discussions

In Fig. L, the maximum substrate electron cur-
rent (.Ir,rb,^or) is shown as a function of L/(Va -
Va"ot) for various devices. Here, tr/a is a drain volt-
age and Vdrot is a potential at the pinchoff point.
The figure shows for the pMOSFETs with \nm
gate oxide for the diferent gate length; 0.8g, 0.26,
and 1.19 pm. It also includes the results for pMOS-
FETs with 0.76p,m gate length for the different
gate oxide thickness; b, T and 10nnt. From the fig_
ure, it can be seen that all data points falr mostly
on a single straight line. This result shows that
the impact ionization takes place independently of
the gate oxide thickness and the channel length
in pMOSFETs as in nMOSFETs. Therefore , f rub
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Fig.l Substrate current characteristics for
pMOSFET with surface channel structure.

is formulated by an expression similar to that for

nMOSFETs reported by C. Hu et 
"1.(z).

r"tb: M(Th)Idecp(-d;lkTn) (1)

where ?r is a hole temperature ProPortional to

Va - Vdsot. M is a variable related to the aver-

age hole (majority carrier) temperature, although

Hu assumed it to be constant (M :2)-
The gate current in pMOSFETs is confirmed

as electron conduction a^nd the maximum current

is given for the condition lvol < lvdl. As the sub

strate current is due to electron conduction, the

gate current is caused by the iqiection of electrons

generated by impact ionization.

The ca,rriers' distribution in the high field re
gion can be assumed to be drifted Ma:cwellian-(3)

If the energy distribution of the minority carriers

in the surface channel is also assumed to be drifted

Maxwellian, the gate current can be written with

eq. (2).

fs: I"u5euPl-@t-€ - )lkf"l
: I svb€xp(-ic I kT.)expl(K' / kn) l rffil Q)

where 4 is the averaged electron temperature. In

the equation, an important result from Fig. 1 that

the minority carrier temperature is independent of
the gate oxide thickness and the channel length,

but is dependant only on the drain voltage, is used.

The barrier height lowering effect of .9i - SiOz

interface is taken into account. A band diagram

of ,Sd - SiOz system is depicted schematically in

Fig. 2. Here, € i" " 
factor due to image force lower-

ing and C it t factor for Fowler-Nordheim tunneling

through SiOz. { is in proportional to L/\,8. Al-

though ( cannot be expressed by t simple equa-

tion, the effect of Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is

implicitly taken into account through K', which

can be determined by experiments. In Fig. 3, *-

V9-VG= -3V

Vp - VD=O

Gate Drain

Fie.2 Considered model for gate current. €
is i factor of image force loweiing, and ( ia a
factor of Fowler-Nordheim tunneling.
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and

4'6:€+C (5)

Vo=-6V

A typical result on Iof Ia as. f 
"o6l.Ia 

for To, :
Snrn is shown in Fig. 4. A value of n is 2.4b + 0.0b

for the different oxide thickness. If the temper-
atures of the holes and electrons are determined

from their phonon mean free pathes, which are

5.5nm fior holes and ?.6nnz for electrons,(6) 
" "rl-

culated /; cannot be accepted because it is less

than the forbidden gap energy. When assuming
T. - Tn, the calculated parameters are summa-
rized in Table I. In this case, the values for /; are

well consistent with the silicon forbidden gap en-

ergy. The result suggests that the electrons and
the holes interact strongly so that their average

temperature becomes nearly equal.
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SSr?. gate current dependency on gate ox-
tde thrd(ness. An intersection of y_axis gives
espedt/kn), and a slope gives k, 1kf"'.

perimental relationships of Iof l"ob as. lf 1ff are
given for two drain applied voltages, Vd : -5V
and Va : -6V. These results are expressed by the
straight line, a^s wa^s expected in eq. (2). The val-
ues of da and K' /*n are determined from these
experimental results. Using the barrier height of
3.2eV, measured by Fowler-Nordheim injection,(a)
kT" : 0.21eV at Va: -5V and &]t'" -- 0.2leV at
Va - -6V are obtained. They correspond to elec-

tron temperatures of. 2430K and 2Gb0K, respec-
tively. These temperatures are mostly consistent
with the measurement for nMOSFETs by Toriumi
et al.(5)

Fbom equation" (1) and (2),

Io/Io x (1,*lIa)

Isub/ Id (decade / d iv )

FiS.l Measured_eIgTIl" of Iof Ia as. I,u6f Ia
relationship for pMOSFET wilh in* **;;:rde.
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where

n : l(tu - Ail/kr" + tulkrnl/(d;lkril (4)

4. Summary

1. Impact ionization takes place independently
of the gate oxide thickness and the channel
length in pMOSFET as well as in nMOSFET.

2. The gate current in pMOSFET is confirmed as

mainly due to electrons generated by impact
ionization.

(3)

fTox= snmt|
\ vg=-tv I
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Table I Measured parameters and estimated results of M,lcT",A/, and {;
on tlre assumption that 6e : 3.2eV and T" : Tn-

M easured
Pararneters

[(dr - Lillkr"
+6; I kTn1116t lkrn\ 2.45 + 0.05

6o /kT.
I{', f kT.
6i lkTn

Va - -5V -6V

L5.2
4.72 x L0-3

-ln(2.1 x 10-2 lM)

13.9

4.65 x 10-3

-rn(8.6 x t0-2 /u)

E stimated
V alues

M
kT.

A{(at To, : !nm)
6;

7.6

0.2LeV
(7" - 2430r{)

L.4LeV
I.23eV

13.6

0.23eV
(T. :2650/()

L.|LeV
L.I6eV
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